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Language Acquisition
Solution
Transform your assessment administration to make
informed instructional decisions - that have a real
impact on student achievement.

Highlights
•

One effective system that provides
immediate, accessible, and
actionable data.

•

Interpret and analyze data within a
classroom and across the district to
make informed & timely
instructional decisions.

The Solution includes (but is not limited to)
the following literacy screening tools:
• Quick Phonological Awareness
Screener (QPAS)
• Letter (Alphabetic) Recognition and
Phonics Screener
• Phonological Awareness Screening
Test (PAST)
• Reading Records: Fountas and Pinnell
Benchmark Assessment (F&P)
• Tiered Reading Interventions
• Empower Curator
• CML Lexia
• Levelled Literacy Intervention (LLI)
• DIBELS
• Oral Reading Fluency
• Nonsense Word Reading Fluency
• Word Reading Fluency

Informed decision making, whether to personalize
the learning or improve operational efficiencies,
requires accessible, accurate data. The tools to
analyze this data are now available and usable by
school and district / division administrators.
However, much of the data required for good
decision making remains inaccessible, residing in
spreadsheets and files on individual or
departmental computers or is still paper based.
Effective use of data to inform decisions requires
that this data be digitally captured, and role-based
access be provided.
To support school districts in their journey to
capture and interpret assessment data, IBM K-12 is
working with the Canadian company, clevr, a
cloud-hosted electronic data collection template
solution. Combining clevr’s industry leading
solution with IBM’s K-12’s expertise in strategic
planning and effective implementation services
will ensure that your investment in clevr will be
successfully adopted by all initial target
stakeholders and provide a strategic roadmap that
will grow your use of clevr across your
organization, providing insights into student
achievement, student services, and corporate
services. Our team of highly qualified consultants
will work closely with your senior team to identify
an adoption and onboarding plan for each
identified use case.

Driving Success

IBM K-12 consultants will work closely with district executives
and staff to create and execute a plan that is implemented on
time and on budget. Our white-glove services include:
•

Forms Identification / Creation:
o

•

Co-create, and co-deliver, an effective
communication and professional learning plan to
build awareness and understanding of when,
where and how to access and use clevr and forms
as wells as the benefits to users

Monitoring for Effective Use:
o

•

To learn more about IBM K-12 White-glove clevr
Implementation Services, please contact your IBM Marketing
Representative or clevr. For more information on all our IBM
K-12 Consulting and Professional Services, visit:
www.ibm.com/industries/education/canada-k-12-servicebriefs

Forms Implementation and Adoption:
o

•

Identify which forms you will initially implement
within clevr, facilitating the design, creation, and
provisioning of the form within clevr

For more information

Ensure all forms currently implemented are used
as planned by monitoring the adoption, use and
impact of the various clevr forms.
Recommendations for further refinements will be
gathered and reported back for consideration.

Expanding your clevr Reach:
o

IBM K-12 consultants will work with district
personnel to identify new form requirements,
assign a priority order to their development and
implementation, and co-create an implementation
and monitoring plan.

Typical Length and Price of Engagements: These whiteglove services are available based on a block of hours, sold by
clevr or IBM directly. Pricing is available upon request.

Why IBM?

The IBM Canada K-12 Teaching and Learning Consulting team
has market-leading alliances with Canadian educational
software vendors. Our dedicated Education Consultants
provide strategic services to support your projects. Together,
we deliver success through every phase of a project from
strategy and design to implementation, delivery, and
monitoring. Your projects are accelerated and strengthened
through our partnerships and unparalleled education
experience.
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